APPENDIX 1: SURVEY PROJECT AND PROFILE

TITLE: Exploring South Carolina’s Private Education Sector

SURVEY SPONSOR AND DEVELOPER: EdChoice

SURVEY DATA COLLECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL: EdChoice

INTERVIEW DATES: September 20, 2017 to December 19, 2017

INTERVIEW METHOD: Web; SurveyMonkey
   In-house collection (Catholic Diocese of Charleston)

INTERVIEW LENGTH: 23.9 minutes (median)

LANGUAGE(S): English only

SAMPLE FRAME: Non-Probability Sampling of Establishments

SAMPLE PROVIDER: Exceptional SC; My South Carolina Education; South Carolina Catholic Conference; Braun Research, Inc.

POPULATION SAMPLE: Attempted census of all K–12 private schools in South Carolina

SAMPLE SIZE: Private School Leaders, N = 115 (partial and complete)

MARGINS OF ERROR: N/A

RESPONSE RATES (RR) USING AAPOR RR2: ≤32.5%

WEIGHTING? None

OVERSAMPLING? None

QUESTIONNAIRE: Available upon request

The authors are responsible for overall survey design; question wording and ordering (see separate South Carolina Private School Survey Questionnaire at www.edchoice.org/SCSchoolSurvey); this paper's analysis, charts, and writing; and any unintentional errors or misrepresentations.